EndNote
This session offers a basic overview of the purpose, uses, and features of EndNote, a software program that helps researchers manage their research and produce bibliographies for projects large and small.

TBD/ Location: Research Library East Electronic Classroom, room 21536

Zotero
This session offers a basic overview of the purpose, uses, and features of Zotero a free FireFox extension that helps researchers manage references. Students are encouraged to bring in their own computers with Zotero 1.0.1 already installed.

TBD/ Location: Research Library East Electronic Classroom, room 21536

Teaching and Writing: What Teachers & TAs Need to Know
This workshop, which is designed for TAs in the humanities and social sciences, will cover how to help students improve their writing and review how to teach writing concepts, such as thesis statements, organization, and summary versus analysis. The workshop will also cover appropriate ways to respond to student writing, including etiquette for commenting on student papers and best practices for one-on-one meetings with students.

Tuesday, January 26th, 5:00-7:00 pm/ Location: Conference Room 4, Student Activities Center (basement level)

Grammar 101: A Refresher Workshop
What is the difference between “who” and “whom”? Is “politics” singular or plural? What is a dangling modifier, and how do I avoid it? Designed for both native and non-native speakers of English, this workshop will review pronoun use, tricky issues in subject-verb agreement, and dangling and misplaced modifiers. Participants will also practice editing for grammatical accuracy.

Friday, February 12th, 12:00-2:00pm/ Location: Conference Room 4, Student Activities Center (basement level)

Punctuation 101: A Refresher Workshop
Does a comma always go before “and”? What is the difference between “which” and “that”? This workshop will review commas, semicolons, colons, parallel structure, and restrictive and non-restrictive clauses. Participants will also practice editing for punctuation.

Friday, February 19th, 12:00-1:45pm/ Location: Conference Room 4, Student Activities Center (basement level)

Leading through Writing
This interactive seminar will examine how writing relates to leading and influencing others in academic & professional settings. We will discuss both the process of writing for the individual and the role of the writer in the larger academic/professional community. The seminar will also consider how becoming a leader in your field involves entering into a community’s conversation through effective communication, etiquette, ethical behavior, and appropriate and collegial critique.

Tuesday, February 23rd, 2:00-3:50 pm/ Location: Ackerman 3517

Style 101: A Refresher Workshop
I’ve been told that my writing is “dense” and “passive” and that my sentences don’t “flow.” How can I fix these problems? This workshop will help participants improve the clarity and cohesion of their sentences and paragraphs. They will also practice editing for style.

Friday, February 26th, 12:00-1:45pm/ Location: Conference Room 4, Student Activities Center (basement level)

Please consult our current workshop schedule for a complete listing: http://gsirc.ucla.edu/gwc/workshops/